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1. Acknowlegements
I would like to thank Stanley Smith Horticultural Trust (UK) providing the course fee of £290. I also wish to
thank my employer, Audley End House and Gardens, English Heritage, for their support in graning me £100
towards the course material costs. Lastly, my thanks to Helen Seal, Award Manager, Professional Gardeners'
Trust, for her invaluable suppor and advice. Without them it would never have happened.

2. Preface
I was appointed as a trainee under the Historic and Botanic Garden Bursary Scheme (HBGBS) in 2006 at

Auldey End House and Gardens, Essex. I worked in both, the parterre and the Organic Walled
Victorian Kitchen Garden in 2006/2007 and after the scheme, stayed on in the Kitchen Garden to
continue my work.
I have worked in all the Kitchen Garden areas (2.25 acres);
- vinery (60-feet-long unheated greenhouse) – containing vines,
citruses, peaches and tomatoes
- seasonal displays - the Show House in the vinery (5 times a year)
- The Orchard House (unheated greenhouse for fruit trees in pots)
- vegetable beds flower & herb beds
- soft fruit beds (black & red / white currants, raspberries)
- espaliers (apples, pears and peaches)
- 6 acres orchard, plums and apples (not open to public)
- sowing seeds and propagation
- preparation of garden produce (vegetables/flowers) for sale on-site shop
- preparation of produce for on-site restaurant and local organic box
scheme.
- Apple Weekend displays (2-days event in September)
- Victorian Christmas displays; table decoration and flower arranging
in the House.
- looking after two existing poly-tunnels (including watering)
- closely working with volunteers, 55 people.
2-1 Why this course will be a benefit to my career?
The Kitchen Garden (KG) where I work has extensive cut flower borders which provide posies for sale
at an on-site shop and seasonal decoration at the main house. The garden team has more than 50 people
working as volunteers. We would struggle to run our two gardens, the parterre and the KG, keeping them to
a high standard without them. We have a teabreak and lunch together, so I feel often we are one big family.
I have on a few occasions to been asked to make posies for by my colleagues. Last year was a very special
one - I was asked to proved a funeral flowers for one of our volunteer's husband. Unfortunately, I had never
had any experience to make an offer a sort of flower arrangement before or even seen it - because in my
home country, Japan, we do not lay flowers on a coffin. Normally, a funeral director organises all flower
decorations and its colour / flowers are very limited; mainly white double chrysanthemums.
As you can see from my job description, I strongly believe that the skill of flower arranging is a part of my
job. This is my main reason for wishing to learn funeral or sympathy flower arranging.
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My flower arranging experience was started from helping christmas flower decoration at Audley End
House in 2012, working together with one of the volunteers who had a wealth of experience at her local
church. I thought it would be a great addition to my career, so soon joined a local flower club for two years,
followed by an Essex County Council Adult Community Learning course in Floristry for 10 weeks in 2014.
Prior to the Unit 2 (sympathy/funeral) course, I had attended their Unit 1 (Handtied and Arrangements)
course at the University College from September to November 2016, which was self-funded.

2-2 About the course
The course was one of their Foundation College Certifications. The course took place on Tuesdays, from
18:30 to 21:30, 29th November 2016 ~ 7th March 2017, at the floristry building of Writtle University College.
The lecture was Elaine Thackray who was the leader of the Floristry course of the College. The material of
the flower were all provided.

3. Week 1 (29/11/16) Christmas door ring
Design suitability – a very versatile tribute. The wreath is one of the most popular tributes, the shape
implying continuity and eternity.
Learning outcomes - preparation of a mossed base, security techniques, suitable materials, how to use
'Hot glue guns'
The cost of materials - £9.35 (but excluding all decoration items)
1
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Pic 1. it starts with making VERY firm sausage shape. Pic 2. Adding more very firm moss and secure with
floristry wire or floristry twined. Pic 3. Always bind 'wreath wrap' from inside to outside to make very firm
frame. Pic 4. Bad example - my wreath wrapping was wrong way, hence, it was not firm enough Pic 5. 6.
Using two pieces each of blue spruce and tsgar pine, adding anti-clockwise with zigzag / herringbone way.
Pic 7. Equally adding varigated holly and berried ivy from time to time Pic 8. Added 25~28 times in total
I could not finish the decolation by 9:30pm. Later that day I added orange slices, fir cones and cinnamon
sticks to complete.

4. Week 2 (06/12/16) Double ended spray
Design suitability – Family tribute. Often for the top of the coffin. If the design is for the coffin top, the
overall height of the design should not exceed 23cm, 9 inches. If family tribute then
choice materials are usually used. Smaller versions are suitable for friends or distant
relative of the deceased. A large double-ended spray is called a casket arrangement as it
is placed of the coffin. It should be two-thirds the size of the casket. Estimate price
commercially is £40~45 /ft, so if the design is 4 feet long, it will be charged £160~180.
Learning outcomes – Preparation of foam, attachment of ancillary items
The cost of materials - £17.50
1
2
3

4

Pic1. Measurements guide – The longest placements are one and a half times the container (26cm x 12.5cm).
The two widest placements are half the longest. (39cm x 20cm = 1m) , This time we make a table decoration
for Christmas, the measurements are smaller scale.
Pic2. Attach a block of pre-soaked foam to a spray tray with pot tape. Chafing the four corners by florist
knife.
Pic3&4 The foliage should be arranged to look as if it radiates out from the focal point, and should keep
within a diamond shape outline.
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5

6

7

Pic 5. Maximum hight of this design is a hand length. Pic 6. Took the roses through from one end to the
other in a broken line, using a rose as the tallest focal flower. Follow the line through with the carnations,
recessing the more open flowers in the focal area and using the buds on the outside. Added eryngiums and
chrysanthemums accordingly and used berried ivies for fillers.

(Left) completion
(Right) ancillary items

5. Week 3 (10/01 17) Single ended spray
Design suitability – from neighbours or friends
Learning outcomes – informal tributes, principle and elements of design
This information is from a hand-out only, as I was on holiday this week.
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6. Week 4 (17/01/17) Loose open heart
Design suitability – friends (side of hearse, not top of a coffin), very popular style. Also very versatile
design, can be used to hang on a front door for engagement or valentine's day
Learning outcomes – funeral frames, Maintenance of designs
The cost of materials - £23.58
1
2
3
4

Pic 1, before starting, need chamfering Pic 2 ribbon need to be sat towards the base Pic 3 Insert the foliage,
making sure the foliage placed at an angle down the side of the frame so as to cover the base Pic 4 Innerheart has to keep its shape.

5
6
7
8
Pic 5. Before trimming (very bushy) Pic 6. after trimming (above a half), keeping its shape Pic 7, 8. place
any buds outerline and inner-heart, looking down the point. Any focal flowers must be placed in the centre.

Week 5 (24/01/17) Loose posy pad with ribbon edging
Design suitability – side of hearse
Learning outcomes – box pleating techniques, principles and elements of design
The cost of materials - £18.65
1
2
3

5

4
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Pic 1. Polypropylene is traditional, very robust and waterproof material. Use a mesh ribbon together. Box
pleasts is double sizes of thumb. Cut ribbon three times length of the 12'' posy pad
Pic 2 If not long enough, making short length to add Pic 3 &4 Attach the ribbon by German pin between the
two layers
5
6
7
8

Pic 5. Insert the foliage at a slight angle to give a catherine wheel effect. (outline)
Pic 6. Aiming very gentle profile. Foliage can be of one variety but it looks
much nicer if there are at least two kinds and perhaps even three.
(picture shows Asparagus umbellatus, Pistacia, soft Ruscus)
Pic 7&8. Gerberas have the longest stems, and all the other flowers should be
recessed at a lower level. Dark purple Limonium sinuatum, which is the
shortest stem among flowers, draw your eyes into the posy pad.

8. Week 6 (31/01/17) Tied sheaf (handtied) & Tied sheaf (in form)
Design suitability – handtied; from next of kin or neighbour, can be placed to the side, but not on top of
coffin.
In form; family tribute
• Tied sheaf (handtied) ; quick to make and can be cheap.
• Can bring back to house, and then can re-arrange it at home.
Learning outcomes – principles and elements of design, tied sheaf designs
The cost of materials - £16.97

- Handtied 1

2

3

4

Note; the tied funeral sheaf is an impressive tribute and something different from the more usual wreaths,
crosses and hearts.
Pic 1. All materials are laid out as a group. Start the sheaf by selecting a strong, well-shaped branch of
backing foliage. (three Laurel) Pic 2. Adding ruscus (hard) and laying two or three of the longest flower
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onto the foliage to form the top of the design, and continue adding more ruscus, limonium 'Misty', spray
carnations, gerbra Pic 3. Add Kermit chrysanthemums and roses Pic 4. Because of its large size, which can
be anything up to a metre in length, it is easier to construct them on a work bench. To do this make sure the
tying point and the stems extend over the edge of the table to allow a spiral to form while the flat back of the
design is supported on the table top.

tutor work

my work

- In foam - (single-ended spray with stalks)
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When the top part is completed, add a few short pieces of foliage to the bottom half to cover the foam. Clean
the stalks and insert at the bottom, the proportions being two-thirds flowers and foliage and one-third stalks
radiating out from the focal area.

9. Week 7 (07/02/17) Based heart with ribbon edging
Design suitability - This tribute is very suitable for a close relative (e.g. child, female)
Learning outcomes - Fromal tributes, ribbon edging (incl.mitred corners) , principles and elements of deign
The cost of materials - £23.10
1

2

3

4

Pic 1. Make box pleat, leaving the both end of 7.5 cm Pic 2. The pleating is attached with German-pin from
the right side of the tip. The end of the pleating should be exactly in line with the tip of the point.
Pic 3. Taking the pleating 5~7.5cm down into the cleavage and cut off an angle, then trim the two tails and
staple together to form a mitred point. Pic 4. Prepare the 1/3 of wet foam and shape into a golf-ball size for
the secondary spray. (if a tennis-ball size, it is too big) Attached by a spring.
5

6

7

8

Pic 5. Prepare the base flower (10 stems of white double chrysanthemums) by cutting flower stalk to 5cm.
Pic 6. Small heads should be placed around the edge overlapping the edging just slightly Pic 7. Place the
middle size of flower for second layer Pic 8. The tip has to be covered by two flowers
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10. Week 8 (21/02/17) Loose wreath
Design suitability - informal funeral design for distant member of family, a work colleague, a club member
Learning outcomes - Maintenance of design, versatile use of design
(optional use of Hurricane lamp and candle)
The cost of materials - £20
1

2

3

4

Pic 1. 12'' Naylor base wreath frame is particuraly good for a gift, which flower lasts at least three weeks.
Pic 2. Plastic tray hold the weath and candle. This ancillary turns the funeral wreath into a gift arrangement.
Pic 3. Foliages are Asparagus umbellatus, Eucalyptus pulverulenta 'Baby Blue', Pistacia, Pittosporum.
Pic 4. Without the tray and the candle holder
5

6

7

8

Pic 5 &6. Place the main flower evenly Pic 7. Tutor work Pic 8. my work; I could have put some more
gypsophila.

About the wreath - The wreath is one of the most popular tributes. There are mainly four styles; Based or
Massed Wreath, Loose Wreath, Section Wreath and Cluster Wreath (continental style).
Based or Massed Wreath

Loose Wreath

Section Wreath
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11. Week 9 (28/02/17) Large mossed teddy bear on a foliage base with
complimentary spray
Design suitability - Child
Learning outcomes - Moss designs and techniques, Suitability and maintenance
The cost of materials - £13.40
1

2

3

4

pic 1&2. 12'' posy pad is covered with the ribbon to hide the joint. Laurel leaves, 1/3 of lower position, are
secured by u-shpaed #50~60 wires. Rounded carpet moss is attached by u-shaped a half-size #90 wires at an
off-centre position as to take into account a complimentary spray later. Pic 4&5. Firstly, loose moss are
shaped into sausage or a ball by 56mm reel wire (pic 1), then later again they are shaped into various body
parts. All parts are joind by #90 wire. (Pic 5)
5

6

7

8

Pic 6 The small wet foam is joind to the posy pad by the spring, and the foam is cut into a golf ball size
Pic 7&8. The rabbit is placed on to four stabbed BBQ skewers. Construct the spray in the usual way, using
three roses, spring of waxflowers and rosemaries.
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12. Week 10 (07/03/17) Planted spring sympathy design
Design suitability - After funeral as a gift
Learning outcomes - Suitable sympathy designs, Alternatives to traditional funeral tributes
The cost of materials - £13
1

2

3

4

5

Pic 1&2. The bucket is filled with gravel and compost soil. Twist and bend the contorted willow, and adjust
to the height of the tallest plants (daffodil). Pic 3. Attach a #90 wire to the tip of willow. Push both ends in
to the soil. Add some silver birch to consolidate the frame work. Twist the birch and make a wreath shape
and attach to the handle of the bucket with twine.
6

7

8

rn

Pic 6. The material for planting – daffodil, polyanthus, varigated ivy and hyacinth. Ancillary items - large
gravels, moss, lotus seed pods and ribbon. Pic 7&8 Plant daffodil at the back, then polyanthus at the front.
The rest fill any gap. Exposed soil is covered with moss and gravels.
Note: Willow and silver birch creates woodland atmosphere instantly.
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13. Comments
Before starting the course, I felt slightly uneasy - I thought I would end up with a somber design every
Tuesday night. I soon realised that my apprehension was totally unnecessary.
I had attended Term 1; Handtied and arrangements (10 weeks) , and then Term 2 explained more about the
two key words - 'Recession' and 'Profile'. It is very important to recess a height of flower to draw your eyes.
Without it, it would be very flat. Week 9; Large mossed teddy bear, I made the rabbit instead of a teddy
bear. Now it is well placed at the trailer in the Kitchen Garden. (picture) I would make it again for other
occasion for our display.
In this course I learnt fundamental of funeral designs, construction techniques, mechanics and costing.
At the same time, more importantly, I learnt these can be easily changed to a gift by colours and ancillary
items. I felt the course was well programmed and very informative, I would definitely recommend this
course to someone who wants to step up their level. But I have to say at the same time, the cost does not
come cheap.
Finally, I should mention about the florisry industry. The tutor, Elaine, works at a florist shop in the locality
as well as being course leader of Writtle University College, so I had an opportunity to learn what the British
florist industry has been facing. Nowadays, a deceased family may ask their friends or neighbours to donate
their money to charities instead of buying flowers. As a result, the industry has been hit badly.

13. Reference
Ashwell, M. and Pearson S., 2001. Professional FLORISTRY techniques, Farming press, Tonbridge
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14. Appendix 1: Course schedule
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